
Max 4WD Robotic Cleaners

Perfect match for energy efficient 
variable speed pumps

Inbuilt filtration to 2 microns

Saves water

Reduces power consumption

Floor only or floor and wall climbing

Max 4WD Robotic Cleaners

Max 5 Robotic 
Cleaner

Max 3 Robotic 
Cleaner



Max Robotic Cleaners

Robot Pool Cleaners make perfect sense in todays energy ef�cient world.  And the Max series pool cleaner is the latest 
revolution in cleaning technology.  4WD propulsion ensures the cleaner navigates the most dif�cult pools, while the high 
speed brush scrubs the pool surface.  The self contained inbuilt �lters collect large debris and small down to 2 micron, 
reducing the load on your conventional �lter, reducing backwash frequency and saving expensive chemicals and water 
top up.  And energy costs for your cleaning system are reduced to as little as $10.00 per year.

The Max Series Robot Pool Cleaners incorporate the Smart Electronic Swivel System to reduce the chance of lead 
tangling.  Designed by some by one of Europe’s best design houses, it looks smart and is easy to use.   The easy to 
remove �lter cartridges are simple to clean, and enable easy viewing of the collected debris, even during operation.

 

 

EASY INSTALLATION
Simple instructions then 
plug and play

ELECTRONIC SWIVEL
Electronic swivel system 
to limit cable tangling

LIGHT
Light weight with large 
drain outlets that enable 
fast discharge of water 
means the Max is easy to 
take out of the pool

MAX SCRUBBER
Fast moving brush scrubs 
the pool and helps remove 
debris

EASY-VIEW
Transparent windows for 

seeing the level of dirt in the 
filter even when it is working

EASY CLEAN
With a filter that enables 
quick and easy cleaning 

without coming into contact 
with the dirt

EASY OPEN
Direct access to the filter by 

just lifting the handle. No 
need to open the covers, turn 

the cleaner upside down or 
press any buttons

4WD
4WD helps navigate difficult 
pools and obstacles such as 

suctions and main drains

FLOOR & WALL
Cleans the floor and the wall 

of the pool (only available for 
Max5)

And when not in use, its simple to remove and stow the Max so that your pool is 
ready to use at any time without swimming around cumbersome pool cleaner hoses.  
The Max is so ef�cient at cleaning it will only need to be operated once or twice a 
week in most swimming pools.

The Max 3 and Max 5 Cleaners allow you to optimize the use of your variable speed 
energy ef�cient pump because they operate totally independently of the �ltration 
system.  This allows your energy ef�cient pump to operate at the lowest speed without having to drive a 
suction cleaner which uses more energy.

The Max 3 is designed for �oor cleaning but for the ultimate pool clean the Max 5 cleans both the �oor 
and wall and is available with PVC wheels for pebble and colour quartz pools and PVA  wheels for fully 
tiled pools.

To find out more visit astralpool.com.au
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